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Read Me

S6 Software v2.0

For Pro Tools® | S6 Systems

This document provides the following information for S6 Software version 2.0. 
• For information about what has been fixed, see “Issues Resolved in S6 v2.0” on page 2
• For information about issues that may affect S6 performance, see “Known Issues” on page 3
• For a list of new and enhanced features, as well as software installation instructions, see the What’s New in S6 v2.0.pdf. 

Compatibility
DAW Compatibility

At the time of this writing, S6 Software v2.0 is compatible with the following (or higher versions): 
• Avid Pro Tools 12.1
• Avid Pro Tools 11.3.2 (not all S6 v2.0 features and fixes will be available)
• Steinberg Nuendo 7 
• Steinberg Cubase 8 
• Apple Logic 10 
• Merging Pyramix 8.x Native only
• Merging Pyramix 9.x
• Avid Studio Monitor Pro
• Avid XMON S6
• DAD/NTP Technology PRO | MON monitor control

WSControl Application Compatibility
• The WSControl application is compatible with Mac OS X 10.8.5 or higher, and Windows 7 or higher. Check compatibility for in-

dividual EUCON-compatible workstation software. 

Compatibility Information for S6 WSControl v2.x and EuControl Co-Installation (EUCON-3745)

S6 software v2.0 adds the ability to automatically save and load S6 layouts to/from sessions running on a designated workstation. If you 
use both S6 and S3/Artist series controllers on the same workstation, be sure to update EuControl software to v3.3.0 or higher before 
using S6 v2.0 or higher to prevent S6 layouts from being overwritten by any associated with S3/Artist controllers. To get the latest ver-
sion of EuControl software, visit: www.avid.com/artistsupport

Software Installation and License Activation Information
After installing the S6 MasterModule software v2.0, you will be prompted to activate your software license. Follow the instructions on-
screen to activate your S6 Software v2.0 software license (instructions can also be found in the What’s New in S6 v2.0.pdf). After acti-
vating your software license, follow the on-screen instructions to update module firmware. 
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Important
Whenever you need to manually shut down the system, always follow these steps. 

To shut down the system: 

1 Shut down the Master Module first. (Navigate the Touchscreen to Settings > About page, then touch Shut Down. Wait for the Master 
Module to completely shut down.)

2 Turn off power at the source device supplying power to S6 Power Strip (UPS, power conditioner or other). 

Issues Resolved in S6 v2.0
The following issues from previous S6 software releases and/or builds have been fixed. 

Application Follows Surface Banking

Banking the surface also banks tracks on-screen. In Pro Tools, this is enabled using the Preference settings for Edit or Mix Window Fol-
lows Bank Selection. For other applications, refer to its documentation. 

To have on-screen banking follow surface banking: 

1 In Pro Tools, go to Setup > Preferences, and click to open the Mixing tab. 

2 In the Controllers section, click to enable either or both of the following: 
• Edit Window Follows Bank Selection
• Mix Window Follows Bank Selection

3 Click OK to close the Preferences dialog. 

With either of these settings enabled, the corresponding Pro Tools window follows surface banking. 

Showing (un-hiding) tracks in Pro Tools that were selected sometimes ignores Attention Most Recently Selected Track setting 
(GWSW-8302)

Unable to control EQ Filter Slope from the surface (GWSW-8417)

In Expand mode, the indicator LED for some discrete plug-in controls is not always in the correct position (GWSW-8433)

When in Expand Mode and Display Modules are showing functions, muted strips dim the expanded knobs (GWSW-8436)

Knobs parameters disappear on Display Module when changing Display Layout in Preferences (GWSW-8357)

Surface does not update after moving insert to a different slot in Pro Tools while surface is in Expand Mode (GWSW-8317)

OK and Cancel switches on Fader Module blink after closing modal dialog strips 7 and 8 are empty (GWSW-8200)

Cannot assign multiple outputs from strips (GWSW-8170)

Do to All Tracks modifier (Option (Mac)/Alt (Windows) with Command/Control (Mac)/Control/Win (Windows) not changing Track 
view of all tracks (GWSW-7882)

Automation soft keys do not respond to key modifiers for Do To All and Do To Selected (GWSW-7105)

Write to All Selected soft key flashes when pressed once, but should not flash at all (GWSW-7881)

Changing Pro Tools I/O Setup can lose S6 connection to Pro Tools (GWSW-7871)

Inserts block missing from Function Scroller on a track when attentioning while in Layout mode (GWSW-7790)

Function Scroller does not indicate muted Sends (GWSW-6585)

Always shut down the Master Module before powering down the system!
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Function Scroller missing cells on some tracks after layout recall (GWSW-8466)

Monitor source assignments don't persist (GWSW-6226)

Workstation can become connected to invalid slot number (GWSW-8756)

Master Module fan does not shut off after cold boot (GWSW-8537)

App Not managed after detaching and attaching the DAW via the Connected List (GWSW-8226)

Metering scale doesn't change on Display Modules after Downmixer plug-in is inserted on multichannel tracks (GWSW-8153)

XMON

XMON starts up with the first MIDI port selected (Mac) (GWSW-7817)

XMON needs its mute and Alt/Main toggled to get sound (GWSW-8143)

XMON doesn't work after Mac App Naps the XMON application (GWSW-8189)

Switching focus to Pro Tools after launching XMON would not always focus the surface correctly (GWSW-7303)

SMP 2

Monitor source assignments don't persist after a reboot, disconnect, and restart (GWSW-6226)

Co-Installation

Restarting EUCON applications (via EuControl) on a workstation while S6 is connected can result in Artist and S6 being 
connected simultaneously to the same workstation (GWSW-8467)

Known Issues
The following are known issues you may encounter using S6, along with workarounds if they exist. 

Selecting a track in Pro Tools auto-scrolls to the first track when going past the bank limits of an Artist series controller 
(EUCON-3852)

When the Edit Window follows Bank Selection or the Mix Window follows Bank Selection preference is enabled, if you select a track in 
Pro Tools that is beyond banking limits of an S6, S3, or Artist control surface, that track auto scrolls to the top of the Edit window or 
far left of the Mix window. In order to avoid this behavior, de-select the corresponding preference, either Edit Window follows Bank Se-
lection or the Mix Window follows Bank Selection.

If you spill a VCA that is in a spill zone into the same spill zone, unspilling that VCA does not return to the previous contents 
of the spill zone (GWSW-8641)

Large sessions can take several minutes to populate S6 surface (GWSW-5582)

The time it takes to populate the S6 surface increases with the complexity of the session. Sessions with hundreds of tracks can take a 
minute or more to populate the surface.

Fader movement becomes choppy when large numbers of faders are grouped (GWSW-4412)

When the <ALL> Edit Group is enabled in Pro Tools, fader movements can become choppy. 

WSControl Application crashes if S6 surface is used while deleting many tracks (GWSW-5782)

Making changes to the S6 surface (such as Nudging or Banking) while deleting large numbers of tracks from a session can cause the 
WSControl application to crash. 
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System can become unpredictable after disabling and re-enabling EUCON in Pro Tools (GWSW-8256)

System performance can become unpredictable after disabling and then re-enabling EUCON in Pro Tools (Setup > Peripherals > Ether-
net Controllers). 

Workaround: Restart the Master Module (go to Settings > About, and choose Logout, then relaunch Master Module software using the 
shortcut on the Master Module desktop). 

S6 does not update the displayed setting for Solo switch (Intercancel versus Sum) after changing the Solo switch mode in 
Pro Tools (GWSW-8214)

Changing the Solo switch mode in Pro Tools does not always update the displayed state of Solo on S6. Switch behavior correctly follows 
the selected mode on the specific workstation on which it was configured, it is only the displayed setting on S6 that does not always up-
date. 

Monitoring page inactive unless Monitoring application Is focused

The S6 Monitoring page does not show sources unless the monitoring application (such as XMON EUCON) is focused on the work-
station, even if the S6 Monitoring section is locked to the monitoring application. 

XMON: Mon E text doesn't update for the Monitor button and Source select (GWSW-7153)

When Mon E is selected in the XMON App Connect from Surface section, the Monitoring screen displays Mon D for Mon E on/off, and 
Mon E Source menu. 

XMON: Audio passes through even when no sources are selected on first launch after installation (GWSW-7169)

Workaround: Select your Source from the XMON application, quit and relaunch. 
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